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Abstract 

With the popularity of portable mobile Internet device, the applications based on query are increasingly enriched. This kind of 

skyline query problems is not only related about the positions, but also the constantly moving queries. Range-base queries are widely 

used to solve the problem in recent algorithm, but focusing more on computing all skyline points. However, users are interested in 

nearby skyline points in mobile environments. Two different algorithms are proposed and the characteristics and applied range are 
analyzed in the paper to solve the problem, after researching relevant properties based on the basic concept of the skyline query. 
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1  Introduction  

 

Skyline query is a kind of decision support technology in 

database management system [1]. In the scenarios of rich 

high dimensional data, it returns the set of points that are 

not dominated by any other point [2]. That is, these data 

serving the multiple objective needs of people have been 

found. In the last ten years, many theory and technology 

are proposed to solve it and related applications are 

getting enormous progress, such as continuous skyline 

queries [3], reverse skyline queries [4], subspace skyline 

queries [5], probabilistic skylines [6]. Literature [7] 

summarized more detail discussion about this subject. 

LBS (location based services) is becoming 

increasingly common because of the ubiquity of mobile 

devices such as cell phones and iPad [8]. For example, 

mobile users could be interested in parking lot that are 

near, reasonable in pricing, and plenty of empty bays, so 

skyline queries are an important operator under such 

circumstances [9]. Mobile devices based skyline queries 

bring challenge because of the motility and location 

correlation. Specifically, we sum up in three key areas.  

(1) Due to motility of these devices, the input of a 

user location is often changed, i.e., the query point is 

often changed. So the skyline results depend on the 

location of the query point and often changed. 

(2) It may be difficult to get the precision query 

location. Some mobile users worry about their privacy of 

position. On the other hand, mobile devices have the 

limited precision in returning location. So our application 

systems should accept imprecise query location, and even 

a range. 

(3) What mobile users interest in often are a few 

skyline points around their position. A simple solution 

might be computing all skyline points at first, then select 

the part around user’s position. But if our data set is very 

large, this method waste computational resources 

obviously. Further analysis and process will be done for 

computing Local skyline points. 

To study the problem of the above scenario, Fig.1 

shows an example of five restaurants (
1P  to 

5P ) and a 

query q  (
1q  and 

2q  are different position of  q ). Fig. 

1(a) shows the tow attributes of restaurant: rank and price. 

Restaurant with the higher the rank and the lower price is 

better. In general, we cannot find the best one in multi-

criteria analysis, just like this example, rank and price are 

contradictory, so no restaurant is the best than all other 

rest. Skyline queries extract most preferred alternatives, 

i.e., the restaurants that are no one is better than it. If 

ignoring the spatial criteria, 
1P  and 

2P  are skyline points 

in Fig. 1(a). In mobile environment, given two points 
1P  

and 
2P , if 

1P  is no worse than 
2P  in non-spatial 

attributes and 
1P  is closer to the query point than 

2P , we 

say 
1P  dominates 

2P . In Fig. 1(b), a skyline query is to 

find all restaurants that are not dominated by any other 

restaurant. When query point located in 
1q , 

1P , 
2P  and  

5P  are all skyline points. On the other hand, when query 

point located in 
2q , 

1P  and 
2P  are skyline points. If the 

data set is enormous, it is not only time consuming but 

also unnecessary to compute all of skyline points, so our 

work focus on Top-K strategies. 
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(a) Price and rank                (b) Location coordinates 

 

FIGURE 1. Example of Top-K skyline queries in mobile environment  

 

2 Related work 

 

In essence, our work inherits the characteristics of a 

skyline query and range-based query. As such, we review 

the existing work on these two queries. 

Since the skyline query processing was firstly 

introduced into the database community by Borzonyi et al. 

[10], a number of algorithms have been proposed from 

then on to improve efficiency of algorithm and data 

updating[11-13].K-Nearest Neighbor Queries is an 

important operation in Spatial Database. Point-KNN 

query is a kind of common query algorithms and the 

algorithm returns the closest k objects of a query from 

database. If k=1, the algorithm [14] can solve it by 

making use of Voronoi diagram in the period of O(nlogn) 

and if k>1, the algorithm[15-16] proposes different 

solutions. However, the objects studied in these 

literatures are static, that is to say, each attribute values of 

element in DES (data element set) does not change. In the 

mobile environment, each what I say before contains the 

spatial property, that is distance between query and every 

object and this distance ,will change when moving so that 

the Skyline query results also change with the moving. 

By the sample of query location, Zhexuan Song et al. [17] 

research the critical distance of k nearest neighbor points 

of the query and overlap between the corresponding 

result sets. Combining with the pre-fetching technique, 

they put forward the branch-and-bound algorithm, which 

avoid a lot of operations that repeat scanning the database. 

Tao et al. [19] see the query tracks as segments, and 

propose the algorithm to get all the nearest neighbor 

objects of the segments, which we call it continuous 

nearest neighbor queries, CNN. 

The algorithm raise the concept of split points, 

avoiding the general problems of query sampling, that is 

the low speed leading to the wrong result. The algorithm 

can find all the split points through a traversal of database, 

the query tracks are separated into the smaller intervals 

by the split points and querying their nearest neighbor 

objects in each interval are the same. 

The algorithm named rang nearest neighbors (RNN) 

proposed by Haibo HU et al. [20], expands the query 

range to the hyper rectangle, to return the nearest 

neighbor objects in any point of the hyper rectangle. It’s 

easy to see that the data space is corresponding to PNN 

and CNN when it is 0 dimensional space and 1 

dimensional space. In the research of other Spatial query 

processing [21-22], method as location cloaking has been 

raised in order to protect the location privacy of users. 

That is, when the queries based on location have been put 

forward by users, the agents will change current positions 

to the cloaking region according to the requests of users, 

and the servers return all the possible results of this 

cloaking region to the agents then, and the agents will 

screen out a result for users. Thus, the location of users is 

unknown for servicers. However, only the distance 

problem of objects and queries has been considered has 

been considered in these algorithms, without the 

domination problem between objects. The problem of 

continuous skyline queries is proposed first. It is pointed 

that the skyline points in lower dimensional space must 

be the skyline points in high dimensional space. 

Therefore, the skyline set is divide into two part in the 

paper:
nsSK  and chgSK , and only chgSK  will increase or 

decrease with the query. In addition, if the point p is the 

furthest skyline point in distance query of
nsSK , then any 

other points not approach to point p cannot be the skyline 

points. The changing conditions of  c h gSK  have been 

discussed on the above properties. A method of 

computing skyline sets in the objets near the mobile 

equipments has been raised in the literature [23], which, 

however, is not the skyline points on the significance of 

global data set, and the spatial nature has not been 

considered in the dominance relationship. The relevance 

algorithm about the spatial skyline query is proposed in 

literature [24-25]. The spatial skyline query concentrates 

on the dominance of space. Given a geo-database D (like 

cinema gas station etc.) and query set Q, for 
1 2,P P D , if 

the distance of 
1P  away from all the queries is not far 

from 
2P  , and 

1P  is closer than 
2P  for at least one query, 

so 
1P  spatially dominate 

2P . It can be seen that the 

dominance of space is not be considered in this kind of 

query. Having considered the dominant of objects on the 

spatial and non spatial attributes, Xin Lin [26] and others 

proposed the range-based skyline queries algorithm. 

Relative to the point query PSQ and continuous query 

CSQ, the demands to the position precision of queries 

were further relaxed obviously. Given a range (like 

rectangular region), there may be quantities of queries in 

this region. So, the index-based algorithm which become 

I-SKY the is used in the paper. Calculate the skyline 

scopes of every object in advance, and create index for 

the ambit, thus the skyline set based on the range query 

can be calculated effectively. The algorithm N-SKY were 

put forward for the problem of hard to maintain the 

indexes due to the high-speed of query, which will 

change the range-based skyline queries to the segment-

based skyline queries.Muhammad Aamir Cheema and 

others discuss the skyline queries on the mobile 

environment according to the safety region. The so-called 

safety region means the results of query are not change in 

these region. If the moving query leave the safety region, 

the query result must be updated and new safety region 

will arise. 
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3 Preliminaries  

 

3.1 PROBLEM DEFINITION 

 

If there is an object set  1 2, ,..., nD p p p ,every 

element ip D has m attributes as ijP , 1,2,...,i n , 

1,2,...,j m . Without loss of generality, we stipulate 

that the last attribute imp is the spatial attribute and others 

are non spatial attribute. In the case of confusion, ijp  is 

also on behalf of the values in the j  attribute of the 

object ip . The value of spatial attributes are designed by 

the distance between object and query. And we stipulate 

that any two objects are absolutely different. To easily 

discuss, we range the query q within the two-dimensional 

space Q . In the practical applications, Q  would be 

represented as a city and the q  would be as the location 

of the mobile objects who issue queries. For example, 

one in a moving car is using cellphone to search for the 

nearest restaurant in the city, and the query position is the 

same as phone’s GPS coordinates. Under mobile 

environment, distant between object ip  and query q is 

changing continuously, and  ( , )im ip dis p q   is changing 

continuously. 

Definition 1 (Non-Spatial Dominance). Set 2 objects 

ip  and jp . If the spatial attributes of ip  is no worse than 

that of jp , the ip  spatially dominate jp . Representation 

formalism is as follows. If ( 1,2,..., 1)ik jkp p k m   , 

i jp p . All the object collections of non-dominated 

solution ip  is as ( ) { | }i j j iNSD p p p p  . All of the 

objects which are non-dominated by others in dataset D 

are written as ( )NS Skyline D . 

Definition 2 (Dominance). If i jp p , and ip  is 

closer to q  that jp , or im jmp p  , we call ip  dominates 

jp  as  i q jp p  . ip  is called dominator and jp  

becomes dominatee. All of the object collections of ip  is 

dominated under query q  is ( ) { | }q i j j q iSD p p p p  . 

It’s obvious that ( ) ( )i iSD p NSD p   according to the 

definition. 

Definition 3 (skyline point). For the dataset D  , in 

the case that the query q Q   is given, the objects has 

not been dominated are called skyline point of query q . 

All the skyline points make up the skyline set, as 

( )qSkyline D . 

Definition 4 (top-k skyline points). For the dataset D , 

in the case that the query q Q  is given, the first k 

skyline points are closest to q   will be the top-k skyline 

set, as ( )qTK Skyline D . 

Definition 5 (Skyline Scope) [26]. For any data ip D , 

and its outline region of two dimensional space can be 

represented as ( ) { | ( )}i i qSS p q p Skyline D  . In other 

words, in the space ( )iSS p , ip   is the skyline point, 

which means ( , ) ( , )i jdis p q dis p q , when 

( )j ip NSD p  . The skyline set can be obtained through 

getting the intersection of half-plane containing 

ip  ,which is partitioned by the perpendicular bisector in 

the middle point of ip  and ( )iNSD p . The detail refers to 

the literature [29]. Obviously, if ( )iNSD p  , the 

outline region of ip  is the whole query area. 

The point of our work is that, the query set Q   consist 

of continuously moving is limitless and then giving a 

query 
q

 in random, how to find the first k skyline points 

under the query. 

3.2 RELATED PROPERTIES 

 

Property 1  ( ) ( )i iSD p NSD p   

We can easily hold it up according to Definition 1 and 

Definition 2. In line with this properties, we can judge if 

the object in ( )iNSD p  arrange ip  under the query q   by 

judging whether ip  is the skyline point under the query 

q . If any object in ( )iNSD p  doesn’t dominate the ip  

under the query q , the ip  is the contour of query q . 

Property 2 For any query q , if ( )ip NS Skyline D  , 

( )i qp Skyline D  . 

The property is pointed out in literature [3]. 

Property 3 Any a non-skyline point is dominated by 

another skyline point. 

At first, if given a object ip  is a non-skyline point, it 

must be dominated by another one jp . Based on 

Definition 2, it’s known that ip  can’t dominate itself, 

thus i jp p . Similarly, ip  can’t dominate jp , that is to 

say, the dominance relation is not symmetric. If jp  is not 

skyline point, there must exist another object kp  which 

dominate jp  in the same way. Time and time again, 

repeatedly, a dominating chain k q j q ip p p   comes 

into being in the process of finding the skyline point. the 

finding process is limited, in the limited dataset D , 

because objects on the dominating chain are different to 

each other. A skyline point must be found in limit steps to 

the last object of the chain. Dominance relation is 

transitive, that is, if k q jp p  and j q ip p , k q ip p  

can be obtained. Therefore, the last object in the chain is 

skyline point which dominate ip . 

Property 4 Sort the objects based on the distance to 

query q  from small to large and set the sequence as 
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1 2, , , ,k np p p p  . If ( )kp NS Skyline D    and there 

is no j k   to make the  ( ) ( )j q kp Skyline D NSD p  

work, then ( )k qp Skyline D . 

It’s known that ( )kp NS Skyline D  , so ( )kNSD p  

is non-null. It can be got by Property 1, if kp  is not 

dominated by any object in ( )kNSD p , ( )k qp Skyline D . 

Under the circumstance that the object has been sorted, 

the object behind kp in the row is further to the query q  

than kp  in the ( )kNSD p , which will not dominate kp  

again. Now take the set _ ( )kP NSD p  into consideration 

which consists of the objects in ( )kNSD p  in front of kp . 

The objects are either the skyline points or not. 

According to the property 3, if non-skyline points in 

( )kP NSD p  dominate
kp , there must exist a skyline 

point in ( )kP NSD p  dominating 
kp . Therefore we 

only need to judge whether
kp  is dominated by the 

skyline point in ( )kP NSD p . If there is no j k   let 

( ) ( )j q kp Skyline D NSD p , it’s explained that all the 

skyline points do not dominate 
kp , so ( )k qp Skyline D . 

Ulteriorly, the objects behind 
kp  in ( )qSkyline D  cannot 

dominate 
kp , thus, if objects in ( )qSkyline D  in front of 

kp  can be found before judging whether 
kp  is the 

skyline point, and if the intersection of part of skyline 

points and ( )kP NSD p  is null, 
kp  is not skyline point. 

Otherwise, 
kp  is the skyline point. 

4 Algorithm description  

 

4.1 ALGORITHM BASED ON SKYLINE POINTS 

PROPERTIES 

 

Given a query q , according to the Property 2 and 

Property 4 , its Top- k  skyline points can be found as 

shown in Algorithm 1. 

Algorithm 1 Top- k  Skyline query base on the skyline 

points properties 

Input: dataset D , query 1 2 3{ , ,..., }Q q q q , the number 

of closest skyline points k  

Output: ( )qTK Skyline D    

 (1) count ( )qNS Skyline D  and ( )NSD p   of each 

object p , and make ( )qTK Skyline D   ; 

 (2) 1c  ; 

 (3)  if c n , turn to (9); 

 (4) 1s  ; 

 (5) if s k ,turn to (8); 

 (6) find unhandled object p   which closest to query cq   

based on the distance to the query, and mark it as handled. 

 (7) if ( )p NS Skyline D  , merge it into the set 

( )qcTK Skyline D  and s   ; on the contrary, if 

( ) ( )qcNSD p TK Skyline D   , merge it into the set 

( )qcTK Skyline D  and s   ; turn to (3);  

 (8) c   ; 

 (9) end; 

Set up R-tree[24] using non-spatial attributes and use 

the method referring to literature [12] to compute 

( )NS Skyline D . The weakness of algorithm1 is obvious 

that when the query is moving, the distances from objects 

to the query in different positions are changing and the 

corresponding skyline set is also changing so that the k-

nearest-neighbor skyline points, which makes a bigger 

time cost. In addition, if the dataset D  is large, it will 

take a lot to do the data-query. 

4.2 CONTOUR ALGORITHM 

 

According to the Definition 5 in Part 3.1, a query can be 

seen as a region rather than a  point. That is to say, the 

whole section can be divided into different regions, the 

query in any one position in a region and the 

corresponding skyline set is constant. Meanwhile, notice 

that outline regions of different object may overlap. 

Explain it further using the example in literature [26], as 

shown in Fig.2. Set a object set { , , , , }D a b c d e , in 

which a  , d  and e  is non-spatial dominated by other 

data, so they are skyline points naturally. Other non-

spatial dominance relation include a b c  , d b  and 

e b c  . Thus, ( ) ( ) ( )NSD a NSD d NSD e    , 

( ) { , , }NSD b a d e , ( ) { , , }NSD c a b e . The dotted line 

triangle is a region surrounded by the perpendicular 

bisectors of edge ca , cb  and ce . The region is the 

skyline space ( )SS c  of c , and in the same way, the solid 

triangle is the skyline space ( )SS b  of b . For 

1 2( )SS c R R , 2 3( )SS b R R , 2( ) ( )SS c SS b R  

and 3R  is communal outline region of b  and c . When 

query is in the region 1R , the skyline point are { , , , }a c d e . 

When query is in the region 2R , the skyline points 

including all the object is { , , , , }a b c d e . When query is in 

3R , the skyline points are { , , , }a b d e . Of course, if 

skyline points are outside 1 2 3R R R , the points are 

{ , , }a d e . MX-CIF Quadtree [30] can be used to store the 

outline region index, the efficiency of this the data 

structure is higher for the overlapping spatial index than 

general R tree. For a query, only to search for the object 

outline regions where the query is in, then the skyline set 

is consist of the objects. Sorting this objects by their 

distance to the query position, the k-nearest neighbor 

skyline points can be got. As long as query do not leave 

the region, the skyline set will not change. If query 

moving in this region, re-select k nearest object in the 
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skyline set. For convenience, the public outline region the 

query q   is in is written as ( )comSS q . 

 

FIGURE 2 Outline region 

 

Algorithm 2 Top-k skyline query based on outline region 

Input: dataset D , query 1 2{ , ,..., }nQ q q q , the number 

of nearest skyline points k  

Output: ( )qTK Skyline D   

(1) compute skyline space ( )SS p   of every object p ; 

(2) 1k  ; 

(3) If 1k  , compute the corresponding public skyline 

region ( )kcomSS q ; other wise, judge whether kq  is in 

the 1( )kcomSS q  , if so, re-compute ( )kcomSS q ; 

(4) Search first k  objects nearest to kq  in the public 

skyline query, which make uo the ( )qkTK Skyline D ; 

(5) k   ; if k n , turn to (3); 

(6) End. 

5 Conclusion 

 

Top-k skyline query algorithms are proposed under two 

mobile circumstances in the paper, and these two are 

based on different data structures. Data structure of 

Algorithm 1 is easier, which only save the structure of 

object set D . But two data structures is demand in 

Algorithm 2. One is to save the object set D , and the 

other one is to save skyline region. In addition, these two 

algorithms are used in different situations. Under the 

circumstance that parallel query rate is not high and the 

concurrency value is not large as the environment of 

extreme single users, Algorithm1 can meet needs. On the 

contrary, Algorithm2 is more suitable. Further studies 

will focus more on improving two algorithms based on 

comparison under different data structures, different 

distributions and different dimensions. 
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